EXPLORING ARTS,
HEALTH &
WELLBEING
Lockdown activities and ideas at home

By Vicki Kennedy
Producer, Sunderland
Culture

A STRANGE OLD WORLD!
It's fair to say, life is a bit upside-down at the moment. Lockdown, for most of
us, means that our normal routines have almost disappeared and we're not
quite sure what 'normal' looks like! Maybe you're feeling bored, fed up or a
bit worried? Maybe you're missing your friends and the people you can't visit,
or maybe, you're actually loving lockdown and don't want to go back to go
back to 'life before lockdown.' Whatever your feelings, they are all important
and they're ok. Everyone is experiencing lockdown in different ways and
there's no right or wrong as to how you should feel right now. Some days
might be good, some bad, some awful and some brilliant.

STAY SAFE
STAY WELL

It's so important to stay safe at this
time and to follow the rules and
guidelines about social distancing,
washing hands and keeping yourselves
and your loved ones safe and well.
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Connect & communicate with
people around you.

Whilst all of those things are really
important to your body, looking after
our minds are also key to being well

Be active. Get moving and
exercise.
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Be creative & play!

4

Learn new skills

and staying well.
Most of you probably know how to look
after your physical health: exercise,
going for walks, and doing sport.
Simple, right? But how do we look after
our mental health? There is an answer
and it's called 5 Ways To Wellbeing!
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Take notice: Use your senses
and notice your surroundings.

Here are the five key areas to focus on
when looking after your wellbeing and
mental health.
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1.CONNECT &
COMMUNICATE

Why not try out some of our ideas to
keep you connected to others?...

Connecting with others is the first
step to wellbeing. It is all about
communicating with the people in
your lives and understanding each
other in a meaningful way. Research
tells us that young people who talk
often to their family and friends
about things that matter to them
score higher on the wellbeing scale.
Basically, that means, the more you
talk, connect and share your thoughts
and ideas, the healthier your mind.

HAPPY STONES!
Why not spread a little happiness and

encouragement by painting pebbles and
hiding them around your street for people to
find? Maybe you could write a kind message
on the back and make someone smile? Acts of
kindness can really help you, and others to
feel good!

KINDNESS BY
POST

Join the Mental Health Collective’s Kindnessby-Post project and sign up for free to send a
card or letter with a message of
encouragement to someone else in the UK and
have someone allocated to send a card or
letter to you. Matching is random: Everyone is
equally likely to receive a card or letter. It’s
like a great big secret Santa for random acts
of kindness! Take part by signing up
at kindnessbypost.org (always ask an adult's
permission first) and follow #KindnessByPost
on social media.
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CONNECT &
COMMUNICATE
More ideas...

Missing a good old sing-song with

1

your friends? You can still do it
from home. Apps
like AirConsole let you turn your
smartphone into a mic, and sing
your favourite hits with your
friends!

2

Start a virtual book club! Decide
on an e-book /audio
book/hardback book with a
group of friends. Read it and
chat about the chosen book
afterwards together. It’s a great
way to stay in touch with
friends and discover new stories!

3

The majority of us have a phone
in our home, whether that be a
housephone or mobile. With
parents consent, you could send
a message to your friend, family
member, neighbour…whoever
you wish! A little message, just a
“Keep safe,” or a “Hello, hope you
are well,” really does go a long
way. Maybe you could have a
short phone call or leave a voice
message? It lets people know
that you're thinking about them.
Especially on a tough day,
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2.BE ACTIVE!
Even if it's in your room, exercise is
a great way to feel better and happy
with yourself. It helps boost positive
energy and is a great way to start
your day with healthy vibes. Just
dance —you don't need anywhere
special to do it, don't be afraid of it
or what other people think and don't
forget to enjoy it! To help kick start
your day there are loads of online
exercises and dance lessons to
enjoy. Or, why not have a go at our
Boogie Bingo!....

Boogie Bingo!

1. LEARN A DANCE
ROUTINE FROM
HAIRSPRAY THE
MUSICAL ON
BROADWAY:
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTU
BE.COM/WATCH?
V=FTZGSY7HKAW

4.SET UP AN OBSTACLE
COURSE IN YOUR GARDEN.
INCLUDE 10 STAR JUMPS,
'THE TANGO' AND 'CHA
CHA SLIDE' IN THE DESIGN.
FASTEST TIME AROUND
THE COURSE WINS!

Simply roll a dice &
take on an active challenge!...

2.SET UP A LIMBO
COMPETITION IN YOUR
HOUSE. THE LOWEST
LOCKDOWN LIMBO TAKES
THE TITLE!

3.TRY TO LEARN AN
AFROBEATS DANCE
ROUTINE!

5. HAVE A KITCHEN
CONGA. START UP THE
MUSIC AND GET OTHERS
TO HANG ON! (EXTRA
POINTS IF YOU DARE GO IN
TO THE FRONT GARDEN!)

6. LEARN A LYRICAL
DANCE
ROUTINE!

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.
COM/WATCH?V=Q_
SLHXJP3TU

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.C
OM/WATCHV=QMA4DZC_Q
WY
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3.BE CREATIVE & PLAY!
Play is really important - no matter how old you are!

Being creative and playing is the

What's more, playing and creativity

third way to wellbeing. It's all about

can be free and it can be easy to do

expressing yourself and using your

around your home and in your own

imagination to help you feel positive. space, either alone or with others
Doing creative things for fun (like

that you live with.

music, art or drama) more often has
a positive effect on wellbeing.

Daydream Doodle!
Ever noticed that when you chat, with a pen and paper in front of you, you
sometimes scrawl a few squiggles on the page at the same time,? Maybe
you draw shapes or patterns, images of animals, random faces? If you are
doing that, then you’re doodling! Although a doodle can look like the most
simple of drawings, they also allow us to get creative, and some believe they
are a type of daydreaming that is really good for your mind. Sometimes,
letting our minds drift off while our hands doodle, can be really calming and
interesting to see what can be created.

CHECK OUT THE WORK
OF 10 YEAR OLD
'DOODLE BOY!"
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COVER ME IN DOODLES!
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BE CREATIVE & PLAY!
Photography Challenge!

We can use a wide range of media and creative activities to help us make
sense of the world at the moment. Writing blogs, taking photographs, and
making videos are all ways to capture this time in lockdown and to help
us to reflect on our feelings.
Why not take part in Sunderland Museum and Winter Garden's
photography project? We want to collect images from lockdown to store
as a record in the museum archive and as a resource for other people in
the future. You can send up to three photographs that capture images
during this difficult time – from playing in the garden, doing school work
at home or maybe taking pictures of empty shops and parks or queues of
people shopping,
Photo entries are welcome from all ages and abilities and you don't need
to be the best photographer to enter... anyone can give it a go! Entries can
be submitted via email to CollectingC19@sunderlandculture.org.uk until
July 31st 2020.
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BE CREATIVE AND PLAY!
Mindful Mowbray Colouring Sheets
Sometimes, we all need a bit of time out. Mindful colouring is a great way to
stay in the moment. Enjoy these colouring sheets and find out some
fascinating facts about the stories, sculptures and buildings in Mowbray
Park. Each one has a reminder of simple ways we can care for each other
and nourish wellbeing.
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Interested in museums, arts, culture and history? Why not find
out more at our website: www.sunderlandculture.org.uk

LEARN NEW SKILLS
Learn something new everyday!
The fourth way to wellbeing is learning. It's all about learning new skills
and finding out about things that are interesting to you and finding out
what you are passionate about. Maybe that's learning a new language,
learning how to knit, learning how to code games...learning keeps our
minds engaged and helps us to develop new skills. Learning for yourself
and for your interests are great for wellbeing.
Sometimes, learning at school can be difficult, maybe you struggle with
certain subjects or just don't find them interesting. During lockdown,
think about learning that you do enjoy - are you a budding scientist?
Maybe you'd like to know more about conservation? Maybe you'd like to
learn more about how to write really gripping stories? You're unique,
you're special. Learn something just for you.
Here are some ideas:

1

Learn the gift of magic and
mind reading with Quantum
Magic Lab! (Search on You
Tube for all tutorial videos)
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Try your hand at the ancient
craft of paper folding or
''origami' as it's more
traditionally known. Go to
origami.me/diagrams

3

Learn more facts, spells and
insider info about Harry Potter
& friends at the 'Harry Potter at
home Hub!'

LEARN NEW SKILLS
Creative Writing Challenge!

Our friend
s a t Ne w W
rit
c r ea ted a
brilliant w ing North have
riting chal
y o u to tr y
l e nge f o r
! This reso
urce was w
ritten by
danielle bu
r n.
Find more id
ea s o n th e
ir website
newwritin
gnorth.com at
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LEARN NEW SKILLS

MORE TO TRY:

WATCH: Musician Tom Walker
as he talks about the
importance of creativity for
mental health
https://www.bbc.com/ownit/tak
e-control/tom-walker

LISTEN: Podcast suggestion;
The Mindful Kind and Benlunar
podcasts...we're hooked!

TAKE PART! in Sunderland's 'Let Out the Noise' It is
a singing group for young people aged 12-22,
where the focus is on singing for fun and the feel-good
impact of music. Sessions are relaxed and informal and
take place online every Monday, 4-5pm. To sign up and
for info on how to attend the online sessions contact:
laura@wemakeculture.org.uk.
Let Out the Noise is delivered in partnership between
Sunderland Music Hub, We Make Culture and
Washington Mind.
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LEARN NEW SKILLS
(AND GET A QUALIFICATION AT THE SAME TIME!!)

Did you know that we are delivering a digital Discover Arts Award during lockdown?
ERM..WHAT ON EARTH IS THAT?!
Arts Award is a range of unique qualifications that supports anyone aged up to
25 to grow as artists and arts leaders, inspiring people to connect with and take part in
the wider arts world through taking challenges in an art form - from fashion to digital
art, pottery to poetry.
WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?
To achieve an Arts Award Discover you will collect evidence in an individual arts log
which shows you taking part in arts activities and researching artists and their work.
Each week there will be a different challenge and log sheets to fill in. These will be
uploaded to our Website (www.sunderlandculture.org.uk) and shared via social media.
You can either download these and print them at home or if you can’t print it out it is
fine to copy it down on a piece of paper and do your own booklet!
WHO CAN TAKE PART?
Anyone aged 5- 25 can do a Discover Arts Award! The resource can be adapted to suit
different ages.
WHAT WILL I ACHIEVE BY THE END OF THE COURSE?
You will gain a recognised qualification in Arts Award Discover and will receive an
official certificate.
Not all things you've listed in the
WHAT IF I NEED EXTRA HELP OR SUPPORT?
baseline will be followed to the
Teachers/ Parents/Carers can support you. If writing's not your thing, then you could be
letter as the project moves along.
filmed taking part in the activities rather than writing info down and you can also draw

your answers..whatever works for you! You can complete each section however you feel
comfortable.
HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?
It is free to take part, but moderation places are limited. We have moderation spaces for
school pupils who are interested in taking part so if you are a school, you can get in
contact with Rachel.hamer@sunderlandculture.org.uk to discuss the different options.
Interested in taking part? Interested in taking part in a higher level Arts Award? Got
questions? Contact: artsaward@sunderlandculture.org.uk
For more information on Sunderland Culture visit: www.sunderlandculture.org.uk
For more information on Arts Award, go to: www.artsaward.org.uk
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Blog Spot:

NAME
AGE

This is Lucy performing with
Houghton Area Youth Band & The
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra!

Lucy Garnett
17

About me:
Hi, my name is Lucy, I’m 17 years old and I live in Hetton, Sunderland.
Why is creativity important to you?
To me, creativity is an opportunity to express yourself in whichever way you want.
Being creative allows you to channel emotions and thoughts, or just create
something you like and be proud of it! Creativity has influenced my life massively as
it is a prominent feature of my academic studies as well as my hobbies for the past
10 years.
What creative stuff do you do?
I’ve been an active member of many creative projects in Sunderland for the past few
years, such as Genfactor and Sing for a Supper Community song, and I am heavily
involved in two community groups, Houghton Area Youth Band and Dynamique
Arts, both of which have helped me grow in confidence and become the person I
am today. These societies have created a family-like atmosphere that’s accepting
and fun, which have positively impacted on my mental health. Having a good mental
health is so important, and for me, I achieve this by surrounding myself with people
that I love and trust. There is still a stigma surrounding mental health, but I think
that the more we talk about it, the more we, as a community, become comfortable
with the fact that “it’s okay to not be okay”, and that there are people out there who
can help.

Love Lucy x

TAKE NOTICE
Taking notice is the fifth and final way to wellbeing. There are
two ways to take notice; you can take notice of the things
around you and take notice of what is inside of you.
Research has found that people that

Simple acts of listening to birds

notice and enjoy their surroundings

sing, taking time to taste food

experience a higher level of

properly, it's just about taking a

wellbeing. 'Take some time to

minute to be in the 'here and now.'

yourself to reflect on how you think

Take notice too, of your body and

and feel in the day and take notice

how you're feeling. It's important

of yourself and your feelings too. It's

that you do this. Be aware of your

all about tuning in to your 5 senses;

feelings and be aware of what's

see, hear, smell, taste, touch.Taking

around you and how it's making you

notice of these 5 things, are often

feel.

referred to as 'Mindfulness.'

1. Visualise your safe space.

2. Try balloon belly breathing.

Where are your favourite

Lie down somewhere comfy

soothing places in nature?

and imagine there is a balloon

You can visit them anytime in

in your tummy. As you

your mind. You could write a

breathe in, imagine the

journey to your calm safe

balloon slowly inflates. As

place, describing with all your

you breathe out, the balloon

senses how it feels to be

effortlessly deflates. .

there.

3. Embrace music

Harness the mood boosting
power of music by making
your own playlists – one that
helps you feel peaceful, one to
help you focus and another to
give you a feel-good hit. A
good old sing always lifts the
spirits, too.
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STAY SAFE, STAY WELL!

We hope you enjoyed working through this booklet.
During lockdown, sometimes it can feel like we don’t
have any control over what we think or how we feel but
by making simple changes to our lives, we can make a
real difference to our mental health. Feeling good is
worth investing in and the best thing is that these
simple tips won’t cost you much time or money.
For help, support and more information visit:

1

www.youngminds.org.uk
www.washingtonmind.org.uk

2

the

of writing

deas. Aside

3

entation, this

u on track

row down

4
Take care,
Sunderland Culture x
For more information on this resource, contact Vicki Kennedy at
vicki.kennedy@sunderlandculture.org.uk
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